
Cherry® h782 Pulling head
a new, More Versatile Pulling head For aerosPaCe aPPliCations

the Cherry® brand h782 is a new universal, off-set pulling head capable of installing a broad variety 
of pull-type fasteners. its strength, light weight and compact dimensions make it ideal for a diverse 
range of applications including restricted spaces.

Features & BeneFits
ergonomic design
Compact and lightweight envelope allows access in restricted installation areas. reduces incidents of strain injury and 

over-extension by allowing the tool system to be positioned close to the work.

versatility
a two-jaw offset pulling head capable of installing CherryMaX® rivets, CherryloCK™ “a” code rivets, MaxiBolt™ “s” 

type blind bolts, MBC® rivets, sPr® rivets, nas1398 a & aB code products, Ms90353/4, Ms21140/1 “u” 05, nas1719, 

1720, & 1721 and pull-through type nut plate rivets by simply changing the threaded nosepieces. (see table on following 

page for the complete list.)

reliability
a two-jaw self-centering system and high strength design provides the performance tested and backed by the Cherry® 

brand reputation for high quality tools. your Cherry® tools remain the industry leader in after sales support.

economical 
use this pulling head in place of straight and offset pulling heads and take advantage of the wide range of nosepieces to 

save on additional pulling heads. Mounts directly on our CherryMaX® power riveters including the lightweight g747, the 

long stroke g746a and our powerful g704B. 

simple and cost-effective maintenance
the wear components are affordable and very easy to replace.

aPPliCations
ideal for tight space constraints and limited 

access applications
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nosePieCe seleCtion
Part Number Installs These Fasteners

782-456
(included with h782)

CherryMaX® 4,5,6 diameter

CherryMaX® aB 4,5,6 diameter (except -6 diameter all aluminum)

MBC® l/C 4,5,6 diameter

“s” type Blindbolt -04,-05 diameter

782-6al CherryMaX® aB -6 diameter all aluminum

886-003 CherryloCK™ “a” Code -3 diameter

886-004 CherryloCK™ “a” Code -4 diameter

886-005 CherryloCK™ “a” Code -5 diameter

886-006 CherryloCK™ “a” Code -6 diameter

782-5BB “u” type Blindbolt -05 diameter

782-4MBC standard MBC® -4 diameter

782-5MBC standard MBC® -5 diameter

782-6MBC standard MBC® -6 diameter

782-3 nut Plate rivet & sPr® -3 diameter

nosepieces sold separately

teChniCal sPeCiFiCations
Part number: h782
Maximum stroke: 0.75" (19.0 mm) each cycle
Maximum Power: 3,100 lbs
weight: 0.84 lbs (0.36 Kg)
Mounting system: CherryMaX®
 (g704b, g746a, g747)
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